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with just several clicks, you can easily change the files' attributes, including create time, modify
time, last access time, read-only, hidden, system.. and modify their properties, such as document

summary properties, photo's exif properties, mp3 id3 tags (v1 and v2), and avi riff info tags. with the
powerful file and folder browse feature and the drag and drop support, you can add a group of files
and directories. this program can also be used to automatically and repeatedly duplicate the files or
folders you want, and then you can easily assign a different name or a new file location to them. if
you have a large amount of files and folders, it can help you to organize them into different folders
or groups. you can quickly and easily copy files and folders to other folders or other places, or to

email them. in addition, you can easily add your files and folders to the scheduler. the scheduler can
run the program at regular intervals to do your work. with the powerful search, you can browse the
entire file system with a combination of text, filename, size, date, location, or a combination of all of

them. this allows you to find files or folders quickly, and organize them in order. davinci resolve
studio (version 12) file is an all-in-one professional digital video editing, color grading, audio editing,

and finishing package. it is an easy-to-use product that is very familiar to users who already have
experience with other professional software packages. the interface is intuitive, and its powerful

feature set makes davinci resolve studio ideal for users of all levels.
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